
3/18.6- 
Dear Hal, 

If I mail this without checking typos, 
pleese understand it ie to get the out oink; moil. 'ee hove but one a day and none 
Sunde$0  

Your stuff on the Ferrie Texas trip is accurate but not quite coxplete. He 
wee also at e skating rink. If you'd like, when my current work, on Aeich 'was 
to heave mailed the me today, is done, I'll send you 3 set of copies. 

Brown is radical right. I kaew him slightly in the 30s when he also was a Se 
Senate inv,letigntor. Ec was to have coll6boratd on 	 I wanted someone to 
do the; writing while I contineed the r search, the publisher supplied him, he did 
a lousy job, too late,- I had to stop and write part of the book end when I saw 
whet he hed done he agreed tc reeien. Then he tried to change his mind..ilo has 
most of my notes. So, hie Dial-Tex shot makes cAfferent eense no,:, down t 
That magazine is Brent Bozell's. He is Buckley's brother-in-law. 

The clipjngs, ehieh I'll ren0 '.:kilo I'm eating, are always helpful. DIHo 
Masferrer stuff. On the Oseeild b roodceet, editine. I've written that pert, given 
you credit, which I can take out of you are neprehenoive, then remembered I have 
a tope of it. I checked the tape, end I eon refer to that, no either way. If you 

fear it will or con b. t your friend, tell me r21 	toles credit 
The AP letter may have to do with one 

of  the :mite f!-erguerite was always 

threetenire....I've met rerzer. 	wan ;:3'kin3 in ..ho Hc 

w.A;,it he ;vas lacking at when he was reediee it. 	er' 	pe0)1e scorn to know 

enough about the subject for the meter el tc hove significance. 
Costro speech helpful. Checks exactly with another unofficial coey I've 

o'oteiee'. le Li s=e to clea.‹: 	ofqc1A.. I .111-JS o-moonr 	 Lib/ary Congress, 
Times. I've told Harve it checks out. Jim Eason has quit. W,nderfil guy. 

If anyone out that 	aythin;:rton that Cubba c-nri in 7.0, raided ouly 31, 
could b-  importent. I hove 	r7and rep arts on it. Thot -prrt, tnc, Ttittan, 

but can be improve if I get stuff in time, Also, exile plant to attack buildings 
in which Pueeinns were staying in Miami, HAXID115; Rosite de Hornedo, First Ave 
eel C st., Thellete 	 Nnranjito ',ewer otetion, odr if there ever ens can 

operation called Charlie Chan, end far group known as "Antonia Macao". 
Cerniglia is Mrs. Elise. Raul. Die., essietent. She is, protIllbly in ocently, 

involved. Ditto Diaz. Ayiew anything shout Rudolf Richard (Ricardo) Davis, the 
MaLeney'a: I've lost my Pesreon. clipping connecting Mercello and trey Gill with 
4efie and .need. ?per -le was Gill's investigator, flew to GuatemAa twice just 
before seeeeeinetion.....Heven t been able to wet AP cable from T$leri. Not filed up 
here, from report back....Iclebbered Ross on syndicated harpy Gray show, am sending 
stations on which he succors copied of Ex 1444. Now 	 nothing of Cie- 
index link, not inclined to believe....Good newsletter, 'except for editorial judge-

meat Lane, who in his writing disagrees with theory Garrison is working on end 
din t know whet he had when he real Doc 1553. he has the conscience of a stiff 
pricR, end less scruple 	Are you sure of Prends Steuer. Seem to MR she's the 

girls who organized, begin ing with the -Vienne congress end was recently on huntley-
rinkloy defending 	need any coneection CIA-exiles I can ret. Anything on 

Areachin, others, like Quirogs, Bringuier, Bannister, Gil, INCA(is 	it GIAe)„,,. 
Can you send copies uarcia-Gonzalez clip:, billboard: Don not know *doh billboard, 
but some of my other work carried further by another miety abow....Post story not 
intended ,7s good. Did credit to hurt Gerrison....At this point a copy of anything 
giving a Cuban name could be very valeable. I cannot send you all the things it 
could fit with....Rumor Garrison - LIFE deal here elso...On AP cable, could name 
to Swrgio Carbo' Whet have you on him, for this is name...Anything on Japaenese 
O'Hari or Eheree export-import business Kesuga. Santana, Cuban from Miami...I must 
finish this book within a week, must go to DC ENNUI Monday, have interviewer 
doming this p,m., must tape some radio shows end coming week, should have had 

_ 



March 11, 1967 

Dear Harold, 

I finally managed to get together the information I promised 
I would send you and am enclosing it with this letter. There 
is one further report that I will send but first I want to 
Xerox it and then I'll send that one along this coming week. 

Most of the items I've included are self-explanatory but I 
want to call your. attention to several of these: 

To begin with I'm enclosing the transcript of the WDSU radio 
interview of Oswald (August 21, 1963). Page 6 contains the 
Freudian slip of Oswald's being "under protection". I agree 
with you that the editing out of this remark by the Commission 
in the volume is what is significant. I still believe, though, 
that Oswald felt he was being protected at the very time when 
he could least feel so if he were indeed as pro-Castro as he 
allegedly maintained. The transcript was given to me in 
confidence by that wire editor whom you met at Paul Elder's 
bookstore. He doesn't want it to be traced to him so I hope 
you will use it with discretion. I see no reason, though, why 
it could not be quoted for there is a record of Oswald in the 
Archives (and, of course, the Hargis record). I wonder if the 
Archives record has this censored from the tape too now that 
I think of it. You ought to check this out. The wire editor 
says he believes NBC was the station making the release but 
he can't recall exactly. You can probably check with NBC there 
and see if they know which station sent it out. 

Refer to the letter of April 19, 1966 from AP (enclosed). 
This was also given to me in confidence by the same wire editor 
we both met. Please use discretion in handling this one. 
Isn't it interesting that AP had this letter prepared at such 
an early date (April, 1966) long before the present wave of 
doubts arose? Do you think they got wind of something? What's 
your evaluation of this? One way of checking this out would be 
to call AP and speak to Bernard Gavzer, an AP feature writer, 
there at Rockefeller Plaza. He has covered Dallas and New 
Orleans and knows me quite well. I passed a few tips on to 
him which he checked on and it would be good if you could 
establish a close relationship with him. He could prove 
valuable. 

Third, I'm enclosing a copy of, an article that appeared in a 
conservative Catholic magazine. (See "Kennedy's Assassination-
Let's Solve It" by Lawrence Brown, enclosed). The reference to 
yourself is what is interesting as are his other points. Notice 
that his diagram of the Dealey Plaza area has lined up the Nix 
and Muchmore films together with Altgens. He may have some 
basis for fixating these points other than an educated guess 
and I would suggest you contact him. I'm going to write him 
myself. Notice, too, that his diagram was made up long before 
any had appeared with a shot source point originating from the 
Dal-Tex building. 
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Fourth, I'm enclosing the speech by Castro of November 24, 1966 
which I mentioned to you on Harve Morgan's show. (By the way, 
Carl Young is no longer with the Harve Moran Show. He was 
bounced recently. Jim Eason, who is still with CBS, is helping 
me out as much as he can) This cony is a transcript taken from 
short wave radio by a listener Who listened regularly to :radio 
Habana and typed from short-hand notes a cony which. she nave to 
no. 7ote tho no.foonc to "zo-  L,:vTotor 19, 19:-Z 	able where 
tho hood of the Lx.sontive Council o.. the Intor-African haeoL 
Aosclotion is ouctod as saying - "I believe that a serious event 
soon to take piece will obliae Vashincton to modify its oolicy 
of seaceful co-existence." Have you been able to get a hold of 
the ̀iii' cable, yet? As you may well know the Inter-American Press 
Association is of a roactionary charaotor and is no doubt a front 
for the CIA in Latin America, especially. Jules DuBois was, I 
believe, at one time its President and Stan oos who was and now 
more recently is still peddling the pro-Castro theme of the 
Kennedy Assassination are the key people connected with the IAPA. 

Cthcr items you will find of interest deal ,Lith :olasfeder or Ray 
(of JURE). Incre see press clippinofs included (see the one on 
Lie'oeler, particularly). What do you make of the Oakland Tribune 
story of iebruary 24 claiming there is a CIA index to the 7J'arren 
Report? Anything to this? 

Not, also, that we finally dot our aoEassination newsletter out. 
The first cooler are .r'oina out shortly and you are the first to 
l000ive it by ra il. If you have any suggestions or comments please 
let me know. 

Now for some other items you would be interested in knowing about: 
If you want more info on the CIA, there's a gal in New York City 
by the name of Brenda Steuer who lives on east 17th Street, who could 
probably give you some details. She is, I've learned, gathering 
information and intends to write on what she's learned. I suggest 
you contact her when you are able to. Her name is listed in the 
New York directory. 

According to the AP wire report of 2-19-67 which I have Bernardo 
Torres (who guarded Kennedy in Miami) "declined to discuss a report 
thot Oswald had visited Miami to. talk with Cubans". The report adds 
that Torres was "A member of the invasion brigade. He is now 
military coordinator of its veterans organization, called Brigade 
2506". --- Articles referring. to Manuel Garcia. Gonzales mention 
that he was hiding behind a "bil1777717 in Dallas 7777/63-what 
billboard are they referring to? --- I have an AP wire dated 
M arch 7 that says "Herald's WX Bureau has story that a Cuban 
lawyer - using name iinrian.amelagle.  is head of Castro's spy 
organization. Story sea statement made today before Senate 
Internal Security Subcommittee." This probably refers to the 
assassination and the attempts to link the pro-Castro people behind 
it --- I understand ;;ash. Post of 3/3/67 had story on you. --- one 
of .Jmy students called woman at Catholic CUban refugee Center in New 
Orleans (name sounds like Cernialia?) concerning ,onzales. She 
played down Bringuler's lAdership..s-. Said that photo purporting to 
be .7onzales in Pizzo Exhibits (which appeared in Miami News of 
2/21/67) was not him. She says she knows Gonzales and that he is 
somewhere on the West Coast. The student thougot she was trying 
to steer him in a wrong direction --- A reporter with the name 
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Blanshard of the Detroit News claims Life and Newsweek were 
sitting on Garrison's story long, before Times-Picayune broke 
It. He says Garrison had a contract with Life magazine before 
the story broke --- Blanshard said a columnist in the Times-
Picayune ran items on Garrison's probe weeks before the story 
leaked out. The columnist's name is Jack Dempsey -- I 
understand that Times-Picayune's Hosellary Jeans is "the" 
reporte4eto "talk to" if you want 'tine real lowdown on what's 
happening in New Orleans --- ran across the name of Sam Steele 
in some article, could he be related to Charles Steele who 
passed out Osald's handbills? --- Similas can probably be 
located by calling operator in Toronto. He is supposed to live 
in one of the suburbs closest to Toronto. I don't know name 
of suburb but it is most probably a Western one. --- The 
Greater Phila. magazine ran a story on Tippit in the February 
1967 issue. Have you seen it? --- Dave Lifton's article on 
his "camouflage theory" of the grassy knoll will appear in 
Esquire of 1.1a.y 	4erg_in Arcacha Smith who won't talk unless 
it's before Bill Alexander works for an air conditioning company 
in Dallas. Could this be the same air conditioning company 
that Julia Ann .Mercer mentions in her affidavit? Possibly 
Smith might be one of the two people she saw that day., It'll 
probably be difficult to locate her, though. Lane once told me 
that Mercer can't be located and even the company she works for 
has disappeared! --- A woman author by the name of 	. Coral E. 

Tore en who has written a book entitled "Flying Sauers 
pu lishe by the New Arm. rican Library claims that she saw a double 
who resembled Oswald in a Phoenix, Arizona super market. She stared 
at him and was stunned by the resemblance. (Could this be William 
Seymour?) If you write her c/o New American Library maybe she 
cangive you more details. I haven't written her but only was 
told about it --- My students are hard at work indexing names 
and we'll do the best we can if we come up with something ---
I'm working on looking up documentation of CIA attempts against 
Juba  - will pass them on as I come along some. --- Your list is 
being gone over by myself and others and if anything turns up 
we'll let you know. --- I'll call the TV stations and Stanley 
of-the Examiner just as soon as I can. 

Hope this letter finds you well, will write you shortly. 

Best, 

Ha 1 
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' VOLUME I 	 PUBLICATION OF THE 

MORE ASSASSINATION WITNESSES MEET  WITH DEATH 
by Hal. Verb 

Two key witnesses to the events surround 
-ing the assassination of President Kennedy 
have met with violent deaths and their names 
have been all but suppressed by the news media 
here in the Bay:Area. The names bring to more 
than 20 the number of persons--in some way 
related to the assassination--who have died 
mysteriously since the assassination. 

The two--Hdrold Russell, Jr, of Davis, 
Oklahoma and James R. Worrell ©  Jr. of Dallas 
Texas--are mentioned briefly in the Warren 
Report, 

Russell was listed as an "eyewitness" to 
the Tippit killing immediately after the Dail 
-as police officer was shot on November 220  
1963. The report claims Russell stated Oswald 
was the man he and others at a nearby used caw 
lot saw fleeing the scene of the crime. It 
said that Russell "confirmed this statement" 
in a sworn affidavit he signed for the Warren 
Commission. 

A check of the sworn affidavit(see Vol. 
VIII, P. 594 of the Commissionts Hearings and 
Exibits) reveals however, that the affidavit 
does not contain Russell's "statement" but 
only that he had been shown the written re-
-port of an interview he had with the FBI and 
that he agreed that this "represented" a 
"correct" report of what he saw. The FBI 
written report is not published, however. 

James Worrell, Jr. was in the crowd at 
the vicinity of the Texas School Book Build-
ing which Oswald is alleged to have fired fro: 
He also claimed to have seen a man running 
from the rear of that building shortly after 
the assassination but could riot identify him. 

Russell died July 28, 1965 after a brief 
scuffle with a Davis, Oklahoman police-man. 
Early reports of his death listed him as hay-
-ing succumbed to a heart attack. 
(This story continues on Page 3) 

EVENTS UNFOLD IN NEW ORLEANS.. 
AS SAN FRANCISCO CITIZENS  
ThMMIT112701TRY  KEEPS PUB- 

D T r OUGH NEW 	ORLEANS  
8TMAL  BRIEFINGS.t.... ....... 
As this issue of Assassination. 
Bulletin goes to press, the San 
Francisco Citizens Committee of 
Inquiry into the Assassination 
of President Kennedy is in the 
midst of compiling, indexing, 
and analysing the materials 
flowing from New Orleans, We 
hope in the next issue to present 
as fruitful and penetrative an 
analysis as manpower makes poss-
ible. At this time, staff writ-
ers and researchers for the 
Assassination Bulletin are check•• 
ing out all leads and new mater-
ial available. Meanwhile, the 
Workshop on the Kennedy Assass-
ination conducted by Hal Verb 
every Wednesday night at San 
Francisco State College is giv-
ing special attention to all 
late developments breaking in 
New Orleans. 

S ASSINA ON B L .,TIM SPECIAL 
--NEW ORLEANS TN A CAPSULE--
. the death of DaVid Ferrie is 
another in a long series of 
deaths connected in one way or 
another with the assassination 
inquiry 

many feel that exiled anti-
Castro Cubans figure heavy at 
this time in inquiries of the 
assassination. 



esta>TROGRESS REPORT ON XENNFDY ASe!ASgINATION WORKSHOP ,  
AT BAH FRANCISCO STATE COLLEGE a------oy Robert Hyatt 

Seventeen weeks ago, a cl.aou was formed at San Francisco State-  College 
under the leadership of Harold Verb entitled, "A Workshop on the Kennedy 
Asst,soination” During the past four months, the member of the class have 
done research surrounding the deaths of John P. Kennedy, Officer J.D. Tippit, 
and Lee Harvey Oswald. The course was quick to interest the students as Penn 

.!! Jones, author of Forgive My Grief, told members„of the workshop at the first 
meeting "At least two riflemen were firing simultaneous/y that day in Dallas 
in a crossfire." The speech by Penn Jones set the mood of the class. 

On Wednesday, November 16, David Lifton addressed the workshop. Lifton, 
the U.C.L.A, graduate engineering student who had been working full time on 
the photographic evidence i told the class that Oswald had been framed. Lifton 
attempted to show that the fatal shot. Zapruder 313, didn't, couldn't have 
come from the sixth floor of the Texas School Book Depository, By means of 
projecting slides on to two screens, Lifton showed the class how the head of 
President Kennedy would only go back starting with frame 313. He said that 
you would think that ifsomeone was hit by a bullet moving at 2000 feet per 
second from behind, the person should go foreward. But the F.B.I., according 
to Lifton, said Kennedys head snapped backward and leftward. He then went on 

1 to show how the Zapruder slides from frames 313 to 316 verify what the Federal 
1 Bureau of Investigation said. It is interesting to note that 2/3 of the eye- 
1 witnesses to the assassination did believe the shots came from the front from 

areas such as the grassy knoll. The class was astonished when Lifton revealed 
a letter from J. Edgar Hoover acknowledging the fact that the Zapruder frames 
314 and 315 were printed in reverse order in Volume 18 of the leagedee.dantenaturee,  
ins  on the Assassination of President Kennedy. The reversed order of the 
frames made it appear as if Kennedy's head went foreward, instead of backward 

H and to the left as is now known. 
In recent weeks,, the class has examined the eight proofs submitted by the 

Warren Commission upon which they base their contention that Lee Harvey Oswald 
murdered President Kennedy. The members of the class have been able to 
demonstrate the non factual basis of the proofs, which in turn proves that 
Oswald didn't murder President Kennedy, 

The class has examined the articles by William Manchester which have 
recently appeared in Loqk Magazine and has found Mr. Manchester to be in error 
regarding many crueial aspects of the assassination. (The next Assassination 
Bulletin. will contain a critical analysis of the Manchester Articles. The 
analysis will prove that Manchesters charges about Oswald fall down when the 
evidence is examined, 

Raymond Marcus,, author of "The.  Bastard Bnllet." addressed the class a few 
weeks ago. The main points he brought up were 1) Commission lxibit 399 is 1 probably not legitimate, 2) the first shot was fired at Zapruder frame 189 or 
190, and that 3) President Kennedy was hit once at Zapruder frame 312 OR 313 
and once again at Zapruder frame 313 OR 3140 According to Mr. Marcus, the 
first of these two shots came from the left rear and the second came from the 
right front in the vicinity of the grassy knoll. 

The class was most fortunate to have Harold Weisberg,, former newspaper 
and magazine writer, senate investigator, and intelligence and political 
analyst address the class. Harold Weisberg, author of Whitewash and Whitewash 
II, and also Alliotewaah III which will be out shortly, discussed the F.B.I. 
and Secret Service Coverup and also the mutilation, destruction, alteration, 
and suppresion of the photographic evidence. 

The workshop includes weekly class nreperation, weekly evaluation of re-
-J search, guest speakere, films, slides, tapes, maps, documents, clippings, re-
search into the 26 volumes of the Warren Commission, and materials unavailable 
to the ublic at. na;t ln-p 
	 esen recent waeks extbnsive files have been compiled on the Now Orleans 

situation. The class will analyse this material and their findings will be reported here in this regular feature of the Assassination Bulletin, 
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MORE ASSASSINATION WITNESSES MEET WITH  DEATH--by  Hal Verb--(Continued from pg.l. TWrs newslettTFIT6-756Z7—Eowever, that several independent investigators who looked into the details of his death found that Russell had been knocked in the head by a police officer and died within a few hours after arriving at a Davis Hospital. 
ti 	According to one investigator Russell had been out the night of July 28, 1965 drinking with a lady friend at a bar. While under the influeriFe(in bar) of liquor Russell caused a commotion and nearly went "out of his mind." He kept insisting that people were threatening to kill him. Someone then called the police and after his scuffle with the policeman Russell was taken to the hospital. The hospital certified that he died of "heart failure." Checking with the hospital the investigator queried. the hospital atten-dant if it were true that Russell had died of a heart attack. The aide replied - 	 h "Well,--if you hit a man hard enough on the head enough times he's bound to die of heart failure." 

James Worrell died in an automobile and motorcycle crash on Saturday November 59  1966. The Dallas Morning News and the Times-Herald reported his death the next day but made no mention of the fact that he was an assassination witness. 
On February 23, 1967 an article listing the "mystery" deaths based on a compilation the Associated Press prepared ran in several West Coast newspapers (See, for example. The Sari Jose Mercury, February 23, 1967--or the Los Angeles Herald Examiner, February 23, 1967.). Except for the Palo Alto Times of February 23, 1967e Harold Russell's name was not included in the listing despite the fact he died almost two years ago. Russell's name was left out after the Associated Press ordered its wire editdrs to "make certain" the story of his death was not published. The order read...."Editors--the fifth graf (paragraph) from end of the Dallas datelined story dealing with the death of Harold Russell has been killed. i A kill is mandatory0 Make certain the gref is not published" A bulletin issued just prior to the AP order stated--"Dallas--kill 5th graf starting from end of New Orleans deaths --Harold Russell death circum-stances unsubstantiated." 
Ironically9  articles based on the Associated Press compilation in referr-ing to Worrell's death stated that he had been shot to death, As noted above, WOrrell died in a car crash. 

TORLI) REACTION TO 
ETENTI=CITECT- 
ORLEANB 

A brief. look 
at world reaction 
to events in New 
Orleans...the Sun- ploration of the facts. If the matter is reopenedd. It will day edition of th be reopened in New Orleans. If Garrison indicts people for London Times head complicity in the assassination, it seems unlikely to me lined t111 New Or- that President Johnson could hold off the appointment of a leans investigat- new commission of inquiry until after the 1968 elections." ion, The Nation- The National Guardian further reports that "Lane said he al. Guardian report was prepared to go to New Orleans and put in Garrisons hands says "around the all the information that he had. He supported Garrison's world, e,rery piec refusal to present his evidence to the commission. He is of new informatice quite justified in not wishing to share the evidence with sl those who have falsified the facts said Lane." 	 
is front sage new 
because most per-
sons have rejected 
the Warren Report. 

MARK LANE COMMENTS ON NEW ORLEANS DEVELOPMENTS Theseaaements were carried in the March 4, 1967 issue of the National Guardian and we re-print them here. Said Lane in response to recent developments in New Orleans, "I hope Garrison is strong because there are ruthless and powerful forces in the U.S who seek to prevent a full ex- 

"Let justice be done, though the heavens fall." "One man who knows-the truth constitutes the majority!" 
Jim Garrison--New Orleans D.A. 


